
Excerpts from Monument Road 

From the opening chapter 

 

INETTA MADE HIM PROMISE: A year to the day after she passed, Leonard 

Self would carry her ashes to the cliff edge at Artists Point. “I want to be 

good and dry,” she said. “Me and Jesus’ll be watching, and I want to float 

for awhile.” 

He promised and left his wife to sort out the rest with Pastor Peasely, 

since some in Shower of Blessings Holiness Temple held that cremation 

expressed insufficient belief in the Rapture. But the pastor said, “Inetta’s 

passed all the Lord’s tests, so I’m sure the Lord can handle hers.”  

The Lord’s tests were the usual trials and tribulations dealt out in 

mysterious ways, and Inetta had been sorely tried. Cancer that had 

come on headlong and hungry seemed far too slow near the end and so 

did the year of days that followed. What was Leonard supposed to do 

with them? Regroup? Get a new wife? Find Jesus?  

Well, that wasn’t quite the way it worked out, was it? 

Leonard Self knew, from the one science class he made it through, that 

bodies of different weights should fall at the same rate. That was the 

book science. He was certain that a flake of bone would descend at the 

same speed as a cinder, but neither, cast into the canyon winds, would 

fall as fast as a man. 

 

For seventy-some years, he had stayed put here where the Rockies start 

to give up their grip at the alkaline shore of a sagebrush sea that spills all 

the way to Oregon. It wasn’t like he felt deprived living in one place. In 



this country, he always said, where you think you are depends on where 

you look.  

Now, snaking down Monument Road, he passes through a thousand 

sheer feet of sandstone and basalt where all of earth’s time is laid open in 

vertical autopsy. At the bottom of the switchbacks he will cross the 

parched outlet of No Thoroughfare Canyon, a sandy tumble of shale, 

broken granite, lava rock, mud rock, and other shrapnel of the ages. Mars 

overgrown with greasewood. Across the green sliver of valley, the Book 

Cliffs crumble and spill into dry runnels and drifts. When he worked on 

one of Donnie Barclay’s road crews, he’d have to descend this twisting stretch 

five or six times a week, and the drive lost its fearful mystery. Monument Road 

became just one more delay for him and so many of his cash poor neighbors—

floor hands, janitors and deliverymen still wanting to call themselves ranchers. 

But today, he takes it slow, tries to absorb the lesson.  

This valley was once Ute territory but the Indians avoided it until they 

were forced out of the higher country. Explorers mired in deep spring 

gumbo saw the valley only as a place of passage, retreat or doom. Grand 

Junction’s thin crust of town life was finally established by railroads, ditch 

lines and the readiness of water to follow industrious men. Now the city 

sprouts from dust beside spreading pavement, as if man could override 

the warning written here in sand and stone. 

Across the valley, rain falls in dark columns that stand miles apart like 

smoke rising from spring burns. In the sizzling air, these drops might 

never reach his windshield; his wiper blades tend to dry up before they 

wear down. With the ground so parched and bare, men can’t help but look 

skyward. It’s no wonder, Inetta used to say, God chose the desert to reveal 

Himself. 

 



From the chapter “Scales,” introducing Vaughn Hobart 

 

LEONARD HAD BEEN IN NO RUSH WITH INETTA. Not that she was pushing. 

She had her job in Montrose, her church, her family, surrounded by 

choices and opinions and carried along by town life. She wrote him, but he 

wasn’t that much of a writer. He hoped she understood he had to feel his 

way to things. Courtship seemed to require putting out the good dishes 

and buffing everything to a shine but then you were expected to open the 

cupboards and lead a tour of the trash pit. When should you decide to go 

down a layer? Take off your boots too soon and the stink could finish you. 

How could he tell her of the hard black seed his father put in him? Of 

burying it so deep and keeping it dry and away from the light so maybe it 

would turn to stone instead of sprouting. And how, when the darkening 

visited him, as he saw it do sometimes with Abner, he learned to work his 

chores, hold his chin to his chest, hood his eyes, and move one foot after 

the other, one heavy second at a time, until the cloud passed. This was his 

way with the unexplainable; he did not know how to make it into 

conversation. 

He had so little experience with women, and what there was—from 

when his natural instinct had been to catch whatever was thrown at him—

had not been good. Some summer-job dude-ranch tack-room grab ass, 

made more urgent by the smell of saddles and his dead certainty that 

fraternizing with the guests would get him fired. Mistaken nights buying 

rail drinks for women with sad eyes and party faces. That man was not 

really him, and those stories were not worth telling, but his own family 

tale could not be deferred forever, for how does a boy come to be alone, 

and a grown man to stay on with his uncle? He and Abner had worked out 



a way of living on the place—with the ranch being in Abner’s name, 

including the stake left by Leonard’s folks—but it was a delicate situation 

that a woman coming in couldn’t help but want to change. Abner had 

made it clear that if he’d wanted a woman around, he would have married 

one himself, and there it stayed until one winter day Abner didn’t come 

back in from checking on a calf, and Leonard found him ice cold, looking 

like he’d expired trying to make a snow angel face down.  

 

Only after Abner died did the plain arithmetic of the Reverse Dollar 

Ranch fully assert itself. The place made work for two backs and four 

hands, but not enough income to support an owner and pay a wage. He 

should have figured this out on his own, since he was the underpaid hand, 

but the family aspect of the arrangement blurred the economics of it. So he 

did as Abner had once done, kept his gate open and took in strays—a 

neighbor boy tossed out of his house, a son brought by some relative 

hoping hard work and a change of scene would straighten him out. When 

Leonard came to this place, Abner had made clear his staying was going to 

be a working deal, not charity or even plain kindness, which made it the 

deepest kindness of all, and now he would not change those terms for 

others. The efforts of random teenagers proved a poor substitute for his 

own, however, once Leonard stepped into Abner’s shoes, so when Vaughn 

Hobart came knocking, Leonard was willing to have him back, even 

though it was clear enough why Vaughn was out of a job and looking for a 

bed.  



Vaughn had been the last of the boys Abner took in, and he and Leonard 

had bunked together in the homestead cabin, which made him not quite a 

relation, but close enough. Back then he had not distinguished himself in 

the industry department. Leonard had learned from branding with him in 

those days, you didn’t want Vaughn around a hot dehorning iron or 

handling snips or even holding a leg. Picking the nuts out of the dirt and 

saving them for the skillet was  

about his speed. Just make sure you washed them again after he said he 

did. The years since had broadened him but not sharpened him much. 

Vaughn had  

drifted through a number of trades, lasting long enough to pick up an 

array of half-assed skills that could get a job done if you didn’t care what it 

looked like or how long it lasted. More important for a drinking man, he 

also picked up the shop talk which, sprinkled into a stream of friendly b.s., 

could be enough to land him his next passing employment. 

 

Leonard knew enough of what he was getting and wasn’t about to 

mistake the flush in Vaughn’s face for the fruits of honest labor. Through 

the winter, he’d been feeding cattle on his own. It was tedious, stop-and-

start work for one man to load the hay, drive the Ford out to the cows and 

spread a square, pull forward and drop another. He liked being out in the 

crisp cold, and inefficiencies were part of the deal on a small ranch, so you 

might as well enjoy the time. A little help would be nice, was all. 



He told Vaughn how many bales to load onto the truck, which was still 

parked next to the rick after yesterday’s feeding. When he came back, 

Vaughn was sitting on a bale and the bed wasn’t full. Instead of standing 

in the truck and sliding the eighty-pound bales from the stack into the 

back, it looked like he pulled each one down to the ground, then hoisted it 

back into the bed.  

“Figured you’d remember how to buck hay,” Leonard said. Or at least 

pick the easy way to do it. 

“It ain’t that. It’s my wind. Got an allergy or somethin’,” Vaughn huffed. 

“And this elbow ain’t been right since I shattered it in three places.” 

Leonard wondered if he meant three breaks or in three different bars. 

Once the load was arranged, it seemed a good idea to recap a few points 

while Vaughn caught his breath. 

“Some a the cows’ll be down around the crick, but they’ll come up when 

they see the truck, so we’ll drive over where that grass stubble over there’s 

pokin’ through—less chance a getting’ stuck. Just creep along in four-low. 

We kick off a bale every so many. Cut the twine and drop the flakes out as 

we go—you’ll see how it spreads out. I like a nice line a hay, not all jumpy 

and clumpy. While we’re at it today, we’ll count ‘em. Okay?” 

“Okay,” Vaughn said, clapping his hands together. “Let’s get after it.” 

“Got a knife on you?”  

“Nope.” 

Leonard didn’t want to hand over his Case knife to Vaughn. Abner’s old 

utility knife was in a kitchen drawer and he went in to fetch it. When he 

got back, Vaughn was behind the wheel of the idling Ford. 

“Ready?” he said through the window. “Where’s my knife?” 



“Uhn-uh,” said Leonard, holding the knife beyond Vaughn’s reach and 

thumbing him to the back of the truck. Jesus. 

He coaxed the truck over the frozen ground where it still bore ruts from 

the wet fall and followed the line he’d scribed in his mind, calling to 

Vaughn to start dropping the flakes and monitoring him in the mirror as 

he went. Vaughn seemed to have the hang of it, and when they’d left eight 

bales, he had Vaughn hold up and waved him into the cab while they 

drove to the other side of the ranch where another clump of cows huddled.  

“How many did you get?” 

“How many what?” Vaughn asked. 

“We was countin’ cows.” 

“I figured you was countin’.” 

“When I say we, that means you, too. I had thirty-nine. Let’s just see if we 

can come up with same number next time.” 

They rode across the snowy pasture with only the thrum of the diesel 

passing between them. As the truck rocked along in the February sun, 

windshield cracks flashed like lightning. Approaching the herd, he 

stopped the truck, and Vaughn got out without being told. All the hay 

from the day before was gone, so he had Vaughn drop the rest. When they 

finished, Vaughn got it, folded his arms and said, “Twenty-three.” 

“Don’t take it personal.” 

“We used to be like friends,” Vaughn said. 

“Still are, but work comes first.” 

“Well, that’s one way a lookin’ at it,” Vaughn said.  

After they reached the house, Len looked in the bed and then turned to 

Vaughn. “Where’s the strings? 

“I cut ‘em like you said.” 



“Didn’t ya hang onto ‘em? I don’t like the cows eatin’ twine.” 

“All right, but if ya don’t like somethin’ you might try sayin’ so in 

advance.” 

Vaughn had a point. Saying so was not one of Leonard’s strengths, but 

directing every move of a half-assed hand was not one of his preferred 

activities, either. Inetta, however, seemed to enjoy dragging words from 

him, and she kept going until she had pulled his point out by the roots.   

  



From the chapter “Chores,” introducing Inetta Self and Junior 

Crimmins 

 

Len and Inetta said they would give him regular work to do, and they 

sounded like real jobs instead of those made-up chores that people pushed 

on foster kids to teach you some sort of lesson, as if you’d had things too 

easy in life and needed to fold laundry or scrub toilets so you’d grow up 

right. But before he started work, Junior had to get used to being around 

horses. 

The horses intimidated him at first, and it did not help his uneasiness 

that right away the rancher cautioned him: “A horse has got blind spots, 

like people. Only with horses, ya know where the blind spots are—front 

and back. Most times, when ya get kicked, it’s your fault. The horse ain’t 

tryin’ to hurt ya. It’s tryin’ ta stay alive.” 

Every time Junior turned around, it seemed a horse was about to crush 

him, out of startle, meanness or animal indifference. He grew up with pit 

bulls and had no fear of their blunt carnivore nature, but horses were alien 

and unpredictable. Most dogs wanted to please more than anything, and 

he could read their displays. He wasn’t so sure about horses. It seemed 

they could run over him without knowing it, like semi-trucks turning a 

tight corner, and this was more worrisome to Junior than the thought an 

animal might come after him on purpose.  



The boarded horses concerned him the most because Junior encountered 

them in the close quarters of the stable that stood off from the storage barn. 

One or another always seemed ready to rub him into a wall or corner him 

so it could plant a hoof in his chest. They belonged to people who didn’t 

have somewhere to keep them. Sometimes men came by, but mostly it was 

women who showed up to exercise the horses and ride on weekends. Len 

and Inetta took care of feeding the animals and turning them out during 

the day when the owners didn’t come by.  

The ranch had breeding mares with one stallion that Len told Junior to 

steer clear of and some other horses kept half-wild in pasture for rodeo 

stock. Sometimes as part of a trade he’d take in rejects—lame, half-starved, 

listless, skittish or crazed horses he thought he might reclaim, but he didn’t 

keep them  

for too long or at too much expense. God and man supplied the horse 

business  

an endless stream of malformations and mistakes, he explained, and not all 

of it was worth fixing.  

“Ya gotta love horses in general, but don’t get too attached in specific,” 

he said. “Otherwise, you’ll end up keepin’ the ones ya can sell and feelin’ 

sorry for the ones you should send to the cannery.” 

Len showed him the big book where he kept track of what he knew 

about each horse, its condition, vaccinations and costs, its brands, arrival 

and departure. Most of it was in a kind of shorthand code, he said, because 

if he didn’t lay out his losses plain, it kept him from worrying as much. 

 

After a week of tromping around without Junior getting kicked, Len 

took him to the stable for his first lesson. 



The horses needed their stalls kept clean, Len explained, so they could 

stay healthy and their hooves wouldn’t go bad. “You wouldn’t think God 

would invent an animal that could kill itself so many different ways,” he 

said. “Colic. Thrush. Laminitis. The feet’s the worst. In the wild, they’re 

okay, but when they’re stabled up, they don’t have a choice about what 

they eat or where they stand. And sometimes when they do, they don’t 

make the best choices. 

“So,” he said, tapping an index finger in the middle of Junior’s forehead, 

“we got to look out for ‘em. A horse can’t think of but one thing at a time. 

So you, Junior, ya gotta plan ahead, an’ look past the oat bag.” 

Len showed Junior how to move the horse into the tie stall before 

mucking its own stall down to the rubber mat. He demonstrated forking 

out the manure and raking the wet straw, telling Junior not to load the 

wheelbarrow too heavily and how to lift with his legs instead of his back. 

To reinforce the lesson, Len let him push the wheelbarrow back to the 

compost pile. Junior staggered a little across the uneven ground, trying to 

build up a speed that would help him dump the  

load. He heaved the handles abruptly when the front wheel hit the edge of 

the pile, and the wheelbarrow twisted in his hands. 

As Junior rubbed his wrist, Len smiled and said, “It ain’t a race. Just go 

steady.” 

Next, Len showed him how to distribute the clean straw across the floor. 



“The straw’s yellow, in them bales over there. Put the right stuff down. 

The green’s hay for eatin’. Feel of it.” He pulled a bale of hay off the stack 

and let it drop on end, to show Junior how it bounced, then had him 

squeeze a handful to feel its give. “Smell that? It’s cut while it’s still 

growin’, so it keeps some moisture. Good hay smells sweet. So does good 

manure. When things stink bad, there’s usually a good reason for it.” 

Len filled the water, led the horse back into the stall, removed the halter 

and closed the half door. “Your turn,” he said, handing Junior the 

pitchfork. Then he walked back to the house. 

Junior did not share Len’s opinion about the smell of manure. 

In the next stall was a short, cherry-brown gelding named Brisket. He 

snuffled and shifted when Junior entered the stall, but let himself be led 

out. Junior tried to imitate the way Len had run the fork across the floor, 

but his stroke was not so smooth, and he was not sure what he was 

supposed to let through the tines and what he was supposed to lift. In 

places the soggy hay and manure stuck to the floor, then he’d hit a wet 

pooled patch and skid into the good straw. The mat was set over crushed 

gravel and wasn’t perfectly even, which left damp little pockets he had to 

come back for. He remembered scrubbing out the plastic wastebasket and 

wondered what he was missing that would get him yelled at. By the time 

he completed the cycle and had Brisket back in his stall with clean 

bedding, almost an hour had passed.  

There were three stalls to go, and with no sign of Len, he assumed they 

were  

his to do. He would have to work faster if he didn’t want to be here all 

night. Junior was well into the second stall when he heard Len and Inetta 

come in behind him. 



“Thought we’d see if you were interested in dinner,” Inetta said. 

Junior didn’t know them well enough yet to tell if their look meant they 

were amused. 

“I’m not done yet,” he said. 

“No, no quite,” said Len, looking into the stall Junior had already 

finished.  

“It’s hard work.” 

“Yep.”  

“You should have a Bobcat. You could drive it right in here and dump 

everything in the bucket.” 

“And cows should poop ice cream,” said Len. “But that ain’t the way it 

works.” 

Len and Inetta exchanged a glance, then left him alone again. 

Junior was starting to ache by the time he was into the third stall. He 

wasn’t used to this physical labor, and his hands were feeling like they 

might blister. He was getting frustrated, thinking how much time he’d 

already spent and how much still lay ahead. Did they expect him to do this 

every day? It didn’t seem fair. Mucking stalls wasn’t like doing house 

chores. The ranch was getting paid for this. He was just a kid. 

Inetta came through the stable door. She brought in a red Coca-Cola 

serving tray with a glass of milk, a coffee mug with a spoon in it and a roll 

on a napkin. She set it beside her on a straw bale.  

“Soup,” she said. “Why don’t you finish up that one and take a break?”  

He was hungry, he realized, and maybe he hurried too much with Inetta 

watching him work. When he shut the horse back into the stall, she was 

standing there next to him. She put her hand on his shoulder and led him 

back to the first  



stall that Len had cleaned. 

“Take a look,” she said. Then she steered him past the second stall. 

Junior peered over the half door. It looked clean to him. He’d spent almost 

an hour on it. Then the third and the fourth. He waited for her to tell him 

what a good job he’d done. 

“Have a seat,” she said. 

For the first time, he noticed her jeans were tucked into the same kind of 

rubber boots Len had told him to put on over his tennis shoes. Inetta 

stepped to the fifth stall and led out the dappled mare named Daphne, 

guiding her, it seemed, with no more than a hand placed on the horse’s 

cheek.  

Inetta turned to Junior. “Eat. And watch.” 

With her wrinkled face and grey-streaked hair, Inetta had seemed much 

too old to be doing this work, and she was small—smaller than Junior. She 

raised forks full from the floor without the grunts that accompanied 

Junior’s lifts and deposited the sticky mixture in the wheelbarrow with a 

quick stab. She took two half loads out to the manure pile instead of one 

big one, but otherwise, she moved through the stable just like Len. 

Smooth, economical, never straining.  

She had Daphne back in the stall by the time Junior finished his soup.  

“Ten minutes, more or less,” she said, checking her watch. “In the 

morning, I can get all these done in an hour. You’re learning, so it takes 

longer, but you’ll get it down.” 

“Len said it wasn’t a race.” 

“It isn’t. But if you want any time for yourself, you’ll have to figure out 

how to get it done. Without”—she threw back her head toward the third 

stall—“leaving stuff in the corners.” 



Junior was tired or he wouldn’t have said it. “We do it again the next 

day, so I’ll clean it then. What’s the difference?” 

She didn’t answer in a mean way, like she wanted him to feel bad. But 

her eyes flashed so he knew it was serious. 

“The difference,” she said, “is that every day is a new day the Lord has 

made. He doesn’t just hand life over to you in one big piece to make a 

mess of it however you see fit. He gives you this day, and then another, 

and then another. Same with these horses. Same with the world. One day 

at a time. 

“Doing it right is a way of giving thanks for the day you’re given. 

Leaving a mess behind is a way of saying today didn’t matter. I can always 

do it tomorrow. And then that pushes into the next day and the next, and 

then no day is special and there’s no hour when your labor is done. You 

can never truly enjoy the rest God intended.” 

She dropped the tools into the wheelbarrow and pushed it into a corner, 

then sat down next to Junior and pulled off her boots and clapped them 

together. 

“You’ll be fine. Just listen to Len and follow his lead. We don’t talk alike, 

but what he says, I would say. And what I say, goes for him.” 

Inetta picked up the tray with one hand and ruffled his head with the 

other. “Come on in,” she said. “There’s more of this soup and then there’s 

pie.” 

 

  



From the chapter “Helen and the Angels,” introducing Helen and 

Margaret Vavoris 

 

ONCE A MONTH the Film Society showed classic films in a college lecture 

hall with a raked floor and hard oak chairs with straight backs and desk 

arms for note taking. Helen thought Room 102, with its pull-down screen 

and scratchy sound system, was perfect for the semi-rebellious act of 

watching old movies. Going to the dollar double features was like 

skipping high school and going straight to adulthood, which, the more 

time she spent at Grand Junction High, became her goal. 

When she arrived in her sophomore year, it seemed like everyone had 

already decided Helen was a coming attraction they didn’t need to 

preview. I had your sister Margaret, a teacher would say, which meant, 

anything less than National Honor Society will be a severe disappointment 

to us all. I’m not Margaret! she wanted to shriek. She studies. She’s serious. 

She writes poetry? Fine, but I’ll have poems written about me. If you can’t 

tell the difference, too bad! Someday, you’ll all figure out what you’re 

missing. 

Margaret was still okay to have as a sister. She had painted the night’s 

combo of Joan of Arc with The Blue Angel in a vaguely redemptive light so 

their parents would allow Helen to go along with her on a school night. In 

Margaret’s version, the Joan story reinforced the lesson that headstrong 

girls get burned, and The Blue Angel sounded like a harmless musical 

featuring nuns and Air Force stunt pilots.  

 

Most of the audience was college students, with a few people from town. 

There was Mr. Philipp, her English teacher, accompanied by the 



formidable Miss Wright, the Speech teacher. No rumor material there, 

though. In hallway whispers, Mr. Philipp was linked with Mr. Genolia. 

The fact they’d never been seen together outside school practically proved 

they collaborated on more than directing the musicals. 

Margaret said Ingrid Bergman was already 33 and a big star when she 

made Joan of Arc, and the director was famous for Gone with the Wind and 

Wizard of Oz. “He died right after the movie came out,” Margaret 

whispered as the film began. “Either Ingrid Bergman broke his heart or the 

movie did.” 

The film offered support for both theories. Bergman looked stunning in 

her silver armor during the opening credits before reappearing as the 

Middle Ages’ most unlikely farm girl—the camera caressed her peach 

complexion stretched over impeccable cheekbones, luminous hazel eyes, 

impossibly full lips. And then, after her visions, Joan sits at her uncle’s 

house about to leave on her quest to save France. To disguise her for the 

journey to meet the Dauphin, her country braid is being shorn to a Prince 

Valiant bob. As her uncle enters, Joan stands and the sheet around her 

shoulders falls away to reveal her grey doublet and tights.  

“Why, you... you make a handsome lad!” stammers the uncle. 

From somewhere in the hall came a student’s cry: “Why, you... you... 

jeez, you’re stacked!” 

The room rocked. The breasts unnoticeable beneath Bergman’s prim 

peasant layers had been thrust onward and upward, so any British soldier 

would seek to waylay this French “lad.” Helen hated the mocking 

reduction of the heroine to her boobs, but the scene deserved it, and from 

then on she couldn’t help but view Bergman’s every gesture as fake—a 

famous actress who’d already been fucking her previous director, playing 



this beatific teenager. By the time of the big battle scene, when a wounded 

Joan pulled an arrow from her shoulder, Helen felt nothing at all. 

 

On the drive home, Helen vented to Margaret. “Joan was so limp—even 

when  

she was supposed to be afraid or defiant. And all the men were so 

bloodless, too,  

standing around adjusting their costumes. I don’t get it. That lawyer, or  

whatever he was, and that monk. Did the church make all the good people 

into zombies?” 

Margaret liked to be contrary. “Maybe that was the point. Joan was just 

some girl that everyone else put their hopes in.” 

“It was only that icky jailer who tried anything with her. Can you 

imagine how gross that would’ve been in real life?” 

Margaret said. “I’ll tell you what the real turn off was for me. It was her 

being God’s girl, although I guess that’s a turn on for some guys. Lola 

Lola, though...” 

“Lola Lola! Joan needed more Lola Lola.” 

They drove home chanting Lola Lola, Lola Lola, Lola Lola! 

Margaret parked under the carport. “Lola Lola would have made those 

Inquisitors crow.” 

Helen thought of the disgraced Professor Rath, reduced to a cabaret 

clown and betrayed, going back to his former school and dying alone at his 

desk. “Those creeps at her trial would’ve deserved that treatment, but not 

the professor. That movie made me sad.” 

“Because his passion for Lola Lola made him human,” Margaret said. 

“He went for it. A fall from grace is always more interesting than 



ascending to heaven. Joan fell for Jesus and he used her and then dumped 

her. He dumped her and she just took it, right to the end. Then she got 

saved. Big deal. Remember that, Hel. You don’t have to take any crap. 

Don’t wait around for sainthood.” 

 

Three days later Mr. Philipp posted the audition announcement for the 

all-school play: Joan of Lorraine, by Maxwell Anderson. Alongside the 

notice, he’d tacked a tattered cover from Newsweek magazine showing an 

armored Ingrid Bergman from when she starred in the original.  “Queen of 

the Broadway Season,” it said. Helen wondered what Mr. Philipp thought 

of Bergman’s performance in the film, if he adored women from the other 

side of the aisle or if he was more the Professor Rath type. 

The Queen. That was why she thought Bergman’s Joan had been so 

unmoving! Joan of Arc was a peasant, not prom royalty. It was the 1400s. 

She probably wore the same dress all the time. Her whole family lived in 

the barn with the animals and had to pee in the fields. But she was still a 

teenager. She wouldn’t just kneel there all glisteny-eyed if St. Michael the 

Archangel showed up out of nowhere. All the girls Helen knew would 

totally freak. You want me to dress up like a boy and sneak behind enemy lines 

and sleep in tents with a bunch of farmers and have people shoot at me with 

crossbows? That would be an exciting request all by itself, and with God 

saying he’d picked her, Helen imagined she’d shudder and whip around 

like a downed electrical wire. It would be religious passion, of course, but 

still. Put her in Joan’s tunic, and she’d find a way to make the boys in the 

audience crow like the professor did.  



First she had to win the part. It was true that Bette Campion looked more 

like Ingrid Bergman, and if Mr. Philipp had the Queen in mind, then Helen 

might as well forget it. But Bette Campion would never crop off her hair to 

play Joan. Bette had never suffered that much in her life. 

 

 


